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LUNGevity’s Take Aim Initiative is aimed at increasing biomarker testing and ensuring that patients have access to testing to help guide their treatment decisions in a timely way.

The goal of LUNGevity’s Take Aim initiative is to ensure that all lung cancer patients have access to precision medicine (including immunotherapy)—that patients are tested at diagnosis for the profile of their tumors, that they are given access to therapies or clinical trials targeted at their cancer’s mutations, and that they have the information they need to participate in their healthcare decision making.

Take Aim is a multi-stakeholder, multi-year initiative to break down barriers to biomarker testing—a key component of precision medicine. LUNGevity works with multiple partners including professional societies, clinicians, industry partners, payers, and patients to address the following issues:
Multi-stakeholder marketing/education messaging meeting

On April 4, 2017, LUNGevity convened a multi-stakeholder roundtable during the AACR Annual Meeting, as part of the Take Aim Education/Awareness work stream. This roundtable included representatives from pharmaceutical companies, diagnostic testing companies, patient advocacy groups, and professional societies.

The purpose of the meeting was two-part:

1. To share with relevant stakeholders’ updates on the initiative’s progress since the October 3 meeting
2. To discuss results of our audit surveying the current landscape of patient and HCP-facing education and awareness materials with a particular focus on the messaging or “ask”

As a prelude to the roundtable, LUNGevity conducted an audit of marketing and education materials with a focus on key message points, the results of which were presented at this meeting. The goal of the meeting was to have an open dialogue about the results of this audit and discuss the possibility of creating and implementing consistent messaging across the various vehicles. Our ultimate hope was to identity three key elements for education and awareness materials that could be consistently used in both patient and HCP-facing materials created by all stakeholders. The resulting discussion included dialogue on this possibility among other proposed next steps to move forward with this work stream.

This report includes:

- Data from the audit
- Summary of the discussion at the April 4th meeting
- Suggested next steps for this work stream
- Appendices (Meeting agenda – Appendix A, List of Attendees – Appendix B, and List of Organizations – Appendix C)
Education and Awareness Material Audit

**Background and methodology:** The Material Audit included work from 25 PAGs, pharmaceutical and testing companies (industry), and professional society organizations (list of organizations included – Appendix C).

As part of the audit, LUNGevity identified six questions that would be relevant for patient education about biomarker testing and evaluated each of the materials to identify how/if they were answered. These questions are:

- **What** is biomarker testing?
- **Why** biomarker testing is important? How is the information used to decide treatment plans?
- **Who** (which patients) should get tested?
- **When** (at what point in the treatment journey) should a patient get tested?
- **How** is testing done?
- **Where** is testing done?

Materials were collected through organization/company (“organizations”) websites, social media, and other educational resource websites. Partners and other stakeholders also provided proprietary and embargoed materials. The materials were both branded and unbranded.

The materials were then compiled by organization and reviewed as a whole to determine if each question was answered in at least one of the organization’s materials. Materials were reviewed dichotomously rather than a quality-based rating scale; if the question was answered in some form in one material, this was determined to be a “yes.” The answers were noted for qualitative insights during analysis, but were not included in the quantitative metrics of this audit.

The materials included were

- materials used by PAGs to talk to patients;
- materials used by industry to talk to patients;
- and materials used by industry to talk to HCPs.

This initial audit **excluded** any pulmonologist, radiologist, or pathologist-facing materials.
Findings:

PATIENT ADVOCACY GROUP – PATIENT-FACING MATERIALS

We first looked at patient-facing materials created by PAGs. Of the seven groups audited, all of them described *why* biomarker testing is essential for lung cancer patients (Figure 2). Furthermore, most of PAGs materials described *who* should get tested and *what* is biomarker testing.

The primary gap noted was that the majority of the PAGs materials did not identify *when* should a patient get tested. This was noted as an area that needed improvement in these materials.

Some representative examples of the types of statements included in PAG materials in response to various questions are:

*Why is biomarker testing important?* - “Comprehensive tumor testing helps identify the best treatment for your unique lung cancer.”

*Who should get testing done?* - “This is especially important for people with advanced stage (Stage IV) non-small cell lung cancer.”

*When should a patient get tested?* - “The best time to talk to your doctor about tumor testing is before a biopsy is done.”
**INDUSTRY – PATIENT-FACING MATERIALS**

We then compared the materials created by industry for a patient audience.

As in the materials created by PAGs, *why is biomarker testing important* was most often included (Figure 3). Unlike in the materials created by PAGs, *how is testing done* was also frequently included in materials created by industry partners. Interestingly, when analyzing patient-facing materials, we found that most did not describe *what biomarker testing was*.

Finally, while more of the industry materials answered *when should a patient get tested* than PAG materials, there was still not a huge percentage of materials that provided the response to this question.

![Figure 3](image-url)
ANALYSIS

When comparing patient-facing materials from these groups, we found that both industry and PAGs created patient-facing education and awareness materials.

- PAGs’ materials answered more of the proposed questions and did so more thoroughly than industry materials. PAGs’ strengths were in their responses to who should be tested and why biomarker testing is important and—with each PAG including a response to why biomarker testing is important.

- Industry’s strengths were in their responses to why biomarker testing is important, how is biomarker testing done, and when should a patient be tested (Figure 3).

While there is an opportunity for more information on how is testing done and where testing is done, the largest gap identified in this audit was the when should a patient be tested. The response to this question is essential when advocating for biomarker testing, which is why this was determined to be an area that needed most improvement.

Below is a graph comparing the contents of PAG materials and the industry materials.

![Graph](Figure 4)

The audit was conducted using quantitative metrics, but qualitative trends were noted throughout the process. For the qualitative analysis, LUNGevity looked at the way questions were answered. There was very little consistency in the language used within the patient advocacy community. There was also very little consistency among the industry materials and an even greater divergence when comparing the PAG materials with industry materials. The lack of consistency could result in mixed messaging for the materials’ audience. The PAGs’ materials tended to provide more inclusive information that ultimately encouraged all patients to talk to their doctors about testing in general, while the industry materials tended to be mutation-specific based on the company’s approved therapy.
For example, when we looked at how different groups described who needs biomarker testing, PAGs were broader in their ask than what was described by industry material.

**PAG**

“If you have NSCLC, the pathologist can usually tell the subtype of your tumor based on histology. Adenocarcinoma and squamous cell carcinoma are the most common subtypes of NSCLC. Even if your tumor does not have known characteristics that can be matched to a targeted treatment that is available commercially or through a clinical trial, molecular testing can still help you and your doctor decide on the right treatment option for you. In these cases, the very best care will still be given to you.”

**Industry**

“If you’ve been diagnosed with non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) that has spread to other parts of your body (referred to as metastatic), your doctor may order a special test to see if your tumors have a specific kind of epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) mutation (EGFR M+).”

The inconsistency causes confusion for patients who may believe that different or additional tests are needed to ensure access to the right therapies. This could result in additional stress and misunderstandings in the patients’ treatment journey.

**HCP FACING MATERIALS**

Currently, PAGs do not have any HCP-facing materials. Industry’s materials (Figure 5) are far more varied in the information provided in response to each question. As with the other materials, their strength was their responses to why patients should be tested and their gap was their responses to when patients should be tested. A qualitative trend noted during the audit was that most HCP-facing materials did not focus on the benefit to a patient that testing provides; this was most apparent in addressing why to test, which focused more on cost-efficiency of personalized medicine or the potential for innovation with testing.

There were no consistent or specific calls to action across the HCP-facing materials as demonstrated in Figure 5.
CAMPAIGNS

Further mixed messaging was caused by multiple awareness campaigns created by industry and pushed out by PAGs throughout the year and especially during Lung Cancer Awareness Month. These campaigns include:

- Test. Plan. Treat.
- Get tested. Chart your path.
- Let’s test.
- Don’t guess. Test.

While the campaigns are all very similar, when they are run during the same time periods, it can be confusing to patients and the message is weakened. For example, should a person just test; test and talk to their doctor; or test and chart their own path? Furthermore, these campaigns’ asks are much more forceful than the patient education materials and HCP materials. Whereas the education materials advocated for patients to speak with their doctors, the campaigns directed the patients to take action.

An important point to note here is that findings from testing companies listed in the audit have not been included with industry findings. This is because of the five diagnostic companies included, only one answered the three main questions:

- **What** is biomarker testing?
- **Why** biomarker testing is important? How is the information used to decide treatment plans?
- **Who** (which patients) should get tested?
Discussion

The dialogue following the presentation of the audit findings focused on three key discussion topics:

- Education needs, including gaps and barriers, for both patients and HCPs
- Potential of a unified education/awareness campaign among all stakeholders
- Barriers preventing industry from using consistent messaging and the possible solutions to these barriers

1. **Education needs:** This discussion focused on patients who had not had their tumor tested for biomarkers (there are different messaging and reimbursement issues for patients who are being re-biopsied and tested at recurrence).

   The stakeholders agreed that patient education materials should include information on *why* biomarker testing is important, *who* (which patients) should get tested, and *when* (at what point in the treatment journey) *should* a patient *get* tested. It was proposed that PAGs convene to agree on messaging for these three pieces.

   A patient education gap identified during the discussion was lack of education on the importance of core tissue biopsies. Some participants felt that patients are not aware of the value of their sample. Additionally, some suggested HCPs may pull a more complete sample if patients asked specifically for it. Finally, it was suggested that it perhaps be important to patients to know that tissue sample may need to be pulled from several tumor sites (both primary and metastatic) in order to get a complete test result.

   Another education gap identified was that patient and HCPs may be receiving different information. This inconsistency could result in less meaningful conversations when the doctor and patient meet. Further, it could result in an HCP—who may treat more than lung cancer patients (such as pulmonologists)—feeling unprepared to have this conversation with their patients if the patient is more informed.

   Several solutions to this issue were suggested, such as PAGs working with professional societies to create a piece that was both patient and HCP-facing. Similarly, it was suggested there be an HCP-facing material created that answered the list of questions that patients are provided to ask their doctor. Another suggestion was to create a piece for patients to give to their HCPs in order for the HCP to see the same information the patient had. If patients would be too intimidated to hand their doctor materials, it was also suggested these materials could be distributed through the labs, which would provide an opportunity to stress the importance of testing to patients and how best to talk to your patient.

   For HCP-facing materials, it was determined that answering *how is testing done* would be essential. This is because care teams are now multidisciplinary, and who does what is less clear than it used to be. Additionally, it seemed beneficial for care teams to be educated on a broad testing spectrum as this might be more beneficial to those who treat more than just one tumor site type.

   Once again, education on the importance of pulling core tissue was a gap in HCP-facing materials. This is essential for HCP education materials to ensure that the HCP is pulling enough tissue to do complete testing. There also needs to be more discussion on the importance of pulling from the primary tumor site vs. the metastatic site.
2. **Potential of a unified education/awareness campaign:** LUNGevity proposed the idea of a unified awareness campaign during Lung Cancer Awareness Month (November) and possibly Hope Month (May) that would include all stakeholders in order for the messaging to be more consistent and productive.

Some participants explained this would be difficult due to the fact that some of these campaigns have been running for years, and a lot of work and money have been put into them. Others suggested it was a possibility, but not sooner than 2018. Some industry partners suggested that partnering may be difficult, but support was certainly a possibility.

Other participants—especially those who do not have their own campaigns yet—were interested in a unified campaign. If the messaging were kept simple and direct, it was seen as a possibility that they could move forward with this.

Yet another participant suggested the possibility of creating a large campaign with a unified theme; the pieces would all look similar with similar messaging, and industry would support different pieces that were applicable to their company. This brought up the question of coordinating the content (even if the specific language used varied) as a good starting point.

Industry participants were unable to commit to the possibility of this campaign and were tasked to return to their companies to determine the possibility of this.

3. **Barriers:** Several participants of the meeting identified roadblocks that might prevent message consistency. For industry, a large barrier was internal processes, such as the regulatory and compliance. This is because these groups may interpret certain messaging a specific way. For example, some may interpret certain messaging to be off-label promotion, which would prevent the company from using or promoting the messaging.

A proposed solution suggested was for LUNGevity and the PAGs to develop messaging that was anchored in the various guidelines such as NCCN. Industry often uses terminology and recommendations from these guidelines and could then have an evidence-supported source to anchor their education materials to. While this would not result in a unified education material, this would at least ensure that the messaging was consistent.

Another solution was to use the recommendations provided in the guidelines for who and when—more tangible recommendations—and each industry stakeholder could provide their own why—a more abstract recommendation—on their materials.
Next Steps

- Obtain buy-in from the major lung cancer patient advocacy groups regarding the top three messaging points to be included in all of our education materials.

- Develop a guide that includes responses to the key questions in biomarker testing (what, why, who, when, how, where) with key audiences (patients and healthcare providers) in mind.

- Discuss updates to guidelines (NCCN, ASCO, CAP/IASLC/AMP) with the developers to include important information on biomarker testing.

- Create an education and awareness campaign on the importance of pulling core tissue for both patients and HCPs. Determine the possibility of incorporating core tissue messaging into the biomarker testing appeal for patients.

- Develop further education for HCPs about the importance of core tissue from the primary tissue site and metastatic site and how both are essential to testing.

Moving forward

Over the course of 2017, LUNGevity will work alongside meeting participants to drive forward the activities identified as priority areas for educating patients and healthcare providers.

LUNGevity is committed to continuing to provide forums like this meeting to enable diverse stakeholders to gather and share updates on their programs, and help identify areas for partnership and collaboration where appropriate.